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Is life real? A memory...or an illusion?
When Steve McKuen loses his soul mate in
an assassination attempt, he battles to
recover his life. Psychopathic killer, John
Christian, blindsides McKuen by setting up
a counterfeiting operation in McKuens bar.
After McKuen is nearly killed, he turns to
his assistant, Dennis Reneaux, and
detective Charlotte Coil to bring Christian
to justice. Set in the streets and bars of
present-day Los Angeles, Illusion is
surprisingly inspirational for a romantic
crime thriller, and captures the gritty reality
of present-day Los Angeles. InterviewThe
following interview with the author was
conducted in October, 2015. Q - What
makes Illusion unique? A - The people in
the book and reality of the crime thriller
story world. Since I love reading mystery
and thriller, private detective, serial killer
and romance novels, Im producing these
genres in one book. The book introduces
and focuses on three people, while at the
same time driving the action forward, a real
page-turner. Q - Is the book part of a
series? A - Yes, in a way. Illusion starts a
story thread which is continued in my
novel The Greatest Game and finally
Control. Each book stands alone, and you
can read them in any order. All of the story
and subplot threads tie up in Control, but
each book contains its own main plot that
climaxes and resolves in that book of the
series. If you do want to read them in
order, Id suggest following the Book
numbering sequence: 1 Illusion 2 The
Greatest Game 3 Control Ive introduced a
new series starting with the book McKuens
Revenge (A serial killer vigilante justice
crime thriller). Its the first part of the novel
Control. Q - Why should readers give
these books a try? A - Each of the books
Illusion, The Greatest Game and Control
move fast. Theyre crime thrillers which
leave you wrung out and satisfied. The
books contain kidnapping, serial killers,
vigilante justice, smuggling, terrorism and
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cybercrime. The series winds up with an
ending that rivals many horror novels. The
good guys win, of course, but not without
paying a life-changing price. Add generous
helpings of romance throughout, and youve
got plots that twist and turn all the way to
the end.
Q - Do characters recur
throughout? A - Yes, the books feature the
same people in the same locations. Illusion
sets up Steve McKuens story, and The
Greatest Game sets up Charlotte Coils.
Annie McCarthy, Courtney Perez and
Tamra Morrison figure prominently in each
of them. Please see my Author Page for
those books. Q - Anything you would like
to add? A - Thanks for reading! Illusion,
The Greatest Game and Control series
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Optical Illusion GIFs - Find & Share on GIPHY Can you trust your senses? Has technology made things clearer or
muddied the waters between reality and fiction? And is anything really as it seems? Illusions Best Illusion of the Year
Contest Illusion (UK band) - Wikipedia Mar 15, 2017 I assume that the actual mechanism is quite similar to the
Rotating Spokes illusion, where asymmetric luminance steps occur as well. Gregory Illusion Synonyms, Illusion
Antonyms Illusion were a British progressive rock band formed in 1977. They released two albums, Out of the Mist
(1977) and Illusion (1978) on Island Records, before Illusion GIFs - Find & Share on GIPHY Grand Illusions Ltd.
Springfields Cryers Hill Road Cryers Hill HP15 6LN United Kingdom. Feefo logo Actinic Web Design by teclan Valid
CSS. e-commerce Illusion, Michael - Reddit The Webby Award-winning arts magazine founded by Scene360.
Covering fine art, tattoo, graffiti, design, and cinema. illusion - Wiktionary Jan 29, 2014 - 2 min - Uploaded by
audioglassFor full effect watch until the end. Then look away. This one will really twist your vision and make Grand
Illusions Ltd illusion - Dictionary Definition : What is an Optical Illusion? Optical Illusions can use color, light and
patterns to create images that can be deceptive or misleading to our brains. The information Rotating Snakes Illusion Michael Bach From Old French illusion, from Latin illusio, from illudere, from in- (at, upon) + ludere (to play, mock,
trick). Displaced native Old English dwimmer. Optical illusion - Wikipedia Illusion (???????, Iryujon) is a company
from Yokohama, Japan famous for developing eroge with 3D graphics. Due to Illusions policy, its games are not
Seriously Trippy Eye Trick Optical Illusion - YouTube An illusion is a distortion of the senses, revealing how the
brain normally organizes and interprets sensory stimulation. Though illusions distort reality, they are Illusions - Kids
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Environment Kids Health - National Institute of An optical illusion is an illusion caused by the visual system and
characterized by visually perceived images that differ from objective reality. The information Illusion: A Novel: Frank
Peretti: 9781451678932: : Books The Zollner illusion is a classic optical illusion named after its discoverer, German
astrophysicist Johann Karl Friedrich Zollner. In 1860, Zollner sent his Optics For Kids - Optical Illusions Illusion
definition, something that deceives by producing a false or misleading impression of reality. See more. Images for
Illusion Optical Illusions are visually perceived objects and images that differ from reality, browse our 100 different
illusion images and videos. Zollner illusion - Wikipedia Synonyms of illusion from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus,
with definitions, antonyms, and related words. Find a better way to say it. Illusion (company) - Wikipedia Find GIFs
with the latest and newest hashtags! Search, discover and share your favorite Illusion GIFs. The best GIFs are on
GIPHY. Illusion Science Gallery Define illusion: something that looks or seems different from what it is : something
that is false or not real but that seems illusion in a sentence. illusion - definition of illusion in English Oxford
Dictionaries We are your main source for optical illusions, brain teasers and more. We offer every type of illusion that
you can possibly think of! Optical Illusions funny, scary and amazing optical illusion magic to Mar 19, 2009 The
Best illusion of the Year Contest is a celebration of the ingenuity and creativity of the worlds premier illusion research
community. An illusion is something that isnt real. It may look real, but its actually fake just a crafty construction or
fantasy. Like the old rabbit-out-of-the-hat trick practiced Illusion Define Illusion at Mar 20, 2017 Optical illusion
sounds pejorative, as if exposing a malfunction of the visual system. Rather, I view these phenomena as highlighting
WEIRD UNDERWATER ILLUSION - YouTube Illusion Definition of Illusion by Merriam-Webster May 8,
2010 - 3 min - Uploaded by TheANIMEDUDE09This illusion will make you think/look like your underwater! PLEASE
RATE, COMMENT Illusion - Wikipedia /r/IllusionPorn uses no official definition for illusion, but a good rule of
thumb is from the Merriam-Webster page. Perception of something objectively existing in
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